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Introduction 
      On the fringes of human space is a cloud of stars called the Corvus Cluster, a 
gateway to the rich worlds of the Near Rim. In this anarchic, bustling territory, 
each world is a rival to all the others.  

The Corvus Worlds : Their ranks include a wild mix of xenophobic 
dictatorships, pirate kingdoms and peace loving democracies. The frontier Blue 
Drift worlds compete with the warlike states of the Kurites. The militant theocracy 
of Rusad’din intrigues against the practical traders of Subhadar. 

Mercenaries  find easy employment here. And pirates prowl the space lanes. 
Doing Business: Into this anarchy come three powerful factions. Known as 

Outsiders , these organizations combine features of traditional corporations with a 
family/clan structure. Each is a nomadic, shipborne culture that has a more 
extensive reach than most planetary societies. Their empires are commercial, 
dozens of light years across, and very long lived. They have no center of 
government, consensual leadership, and only loose ties to their subjects, who 
are scattered across a large volume. 

The Po are entrepreneurs without equal, visiting planets and opening up 
trade routes to span the galaxy. No starport in human space lacks some Po 
representation. 

The Khattar are the remains of an ancient family of conquerors who took 
ruled most local space several thousand years ago, then lost their empire in self-
destructive wars. They specialize in weapons manufacture, cyberware and other 
heavy industry.   

The FerAquila dwell in space, among the orbital mountains of asteroid belts,  
aloof, solitary, and mysterious. They mine asteroid resources and build efficient 
starships. 

Law and Order: The Cluster sits on the spinward frontier of a large, powerful 
federation of worlds called the Justicia. 

The Justicia commands immense political and technological resources. Its 
strength lies in unity of purpose and its influence across the Rim. It pursues 
peaceful ends, but is known for its large and powerful navy--the famed and 
feared Peaceforce.  

From their outposts at the edge of the Cluster, the Justicia probes, watchful, 
and vigilant.  

A Place for Adventure: With the worlds of the Cluster at odds with the 
mighty Justicia, and the patient Outsiders lurking nearby, the stage is set for 
conflict. And where conflict rises, adventure follows. 
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Date: 956, 
New Calendar 

 

Rules and Conventions 
The Corvus Cluster setting uses the classic Traveller rules (the Little Black 

Books), as well as the Traveller Plus house rules, available online at 
www.crucible.cc/traveller. This setting uses rules found in all of the basic 
Traveller books (1 through 8), although only the first three books are required. 
All descriptions of characters, spacecraft, worlds and technologies described in 
those rules holds true in this universe, except where noted. 

Character creation is handled using the system outlined in Traveller Plus. 
This book supplies templates and rules specific to this setting, as well as special 
equipment based on the Armory and Ordinance design system . 

 

STANDARDS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Place: This campaign setting is located in the Far Stars sector, in the Outer 

Arm of the Milky Way galaxy. 
Background: The galaxy has long been settled by human beings. No one 

can remember a time when humans did not travel the stars . Many nations have 
come and gone on the galactic stage since humans first left their homeworld. The 
first interstellar drive, known as the quadratic drive, was invented in distant 
history, possibly on the human birth world, and allowed slow progress from star 
to star. Jump drive is a more recent invention and has allowed much more rapid 
interstellar travel. 

Humanity: Humans are the most prominent sapients in the galaxy, although 
not the only ones. Humans are known as the most flexible and widespread of all 
the races, adapting easily to any number of environments. 

Date: All dates listed here correspond to dates in the 
New Calendar, which marks time from the invention of the 
jump drive. The current year is 956. Years are counted in 
Standard Years, used since time immemorial. Each 
standard year comprises 365 Standard Days of 24 hours each.  

Jump Drive: The most effective way to travel between the stars is the jump 
drive, which was invented on the coreward planet Sabine nearly a millennium 
ago. No communication goes faster than the jump drive, and no reliable method 
of FTL communication has ever been invented. 

Jump drive works by injecting a starship into an alternate continuum called 
jump space, traversing that continuum, and then reemerging into normal space. 
The most powerful drives can take a ship up to 6 parsecs (over 20 light years) 
with a single jump.  
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The Far Stars Sector 

The Far Stars sector, on the edge the galaxy’s Outer Arm, has a long history. 
Human settlement here dates back at least several thousand years.  

SECTOR MAP 
The Far Stars Sector consists of 16 subsectors arranged in the standard 

Traveller stellar projection. 
 

WU SHAN ANYA KALIDA SHANG TORRIN’S 
REACH 

PRIAM KHERIN HUB QIZAR 
VYENNA CORVUS ICEHENGE DAGGER 
GARROS BLUE DRIFT SHASSE TARKADIAN 
 Directions on the map are based on its orientation in a rotating spiral galaxy. 
Coreward is to the top of the map, and rimward towards the bottom. Similarly, 
spinward to the left and trailing is to the right. 
 Worlds are sometimes  referred to as Name/Subsector, indicating its location 
in the sector map. For instance, a major world in Corvus Subsector is 
Rusad’din/Corvus. 

ASTRONOMICAL FEATURES 
The Far Stars sector contains the standard mix of Population I and II stars 

and T-type planets. 
The major astronomical feature of the sector is the famous Corvus Cluster, 

located in the Corvus subsector. The cluster, an open group of some 40 stars, is 
a well-known navigational landmark across the Outer Arm. Rimward of the 
Cluster is the region known as the Blue Drift, a spectacular plume of interstellar 
gas and dust.  
 

MAJOR STATES 
The Far Stars sector is home to several human-dominated polities. The major 

ones are shown here. Each spans more than a single subsector. 
 

Polity Capital Worlds Average TL 
The Justicia Orissa/Hub 65 13 
Tong Vu Patriarchy Quang/Wu Shan 40 11 
Golden Kingdom  Archad/Garros 30 11 
Mercata: The mercatas (Po, Khattar and FerAquila) all have a significant 
presence across the sector, but do not claim territory in the traditional sense. 
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Library Data 
 This library data represents commonly available information on the Corvus 
Cluster setting. 
 
 AiKhess: race of humans, originating on Khessal/Priam . The aiKhess were 
the leading human race of the Great Imperium and were at the top of its caste 
system. 
 Alpha: Term referring to an untrained, wild psion. 
 Ang Hegemony: human polity located in the Corvus Cluster. The Hegemony 
is ruled by a caste of psionically-trained humans and has a deep and richly 
traditional society. 
 Anya Kalida: prominent high technology (Tech Level 17) world in the 
subsector of the same name. Anya Kalida industrial collectives specialize in large 
scale engineering projects like orbital habitats and terraforming. 
 Beta: A trained psion, especially one who is employed by the Beta Corps. 
 Beta Corps: arm of the Justicia government that enlists psionically trained 
humans in service to the federation. Beta Corps agents are found as spies, 
investigators, and enforcers across the sector. 
 Blue Drift: nebular plume of interstellar gas on the edge of the Far Stars 
Sector, a highly visible navigational landmark. A stellar birthplace, its remoteness 
makes  it a well-known haunt of disruptors and other outlaws. 
 Central Federate: human polity in the Corvus Cluster, with its capital at 
Elantis. The Federate is densely populated, partly due to its unrestricted use of 
human cloning for reproduction. The basic element of Federate society is the 
clone family. 
 Credit: commonly accepted monetary unit across the Far Stars sector. The 
credit is based on the old currency of the Great Imperium.  
 Deep Rangers: a body of Justicia agents charged with the exploration and 
survey of worlds and stars. In frontier regions, Deep Rangers also serve as a 
constabulary, enforcing Justicia law and serving on anti-disruptor patrols.  
 Disruptors: in Far Stars parlance, interstellar corsairs, smugglers and 
kidnappers. Disruptors are particularly active in the Corvus Cluster. 
 Dusters: dustspice addicts. Dust affects the human cornea, giving it a whitish 
glassy appearance and marking dusters from the ordinary human population. 
 Dustrunners: dustspice smugglers, or their vessels. The mos t prominent 
dustrunner group is the Keratta Cartel, centered in Rusad’din. 
 Dustspice: highly addictive (and mostly illegal) narcotic originating in the 
Rusad’din system. Dustspice traffic is common across the sector. Dustspice 
comes from the processed roots of a Rusad’din plant. Dust is gives users an 
addictive euphoria, and in addition can function at a highly focused mental level, 
and do things that involve extreme levels of concentration. Users who experience 
the numerical trance can perform mathematical feats like idiot savants. The effect 
is transient, and continued use causes the user to crave more and more of the 
substance, leading to eventual burnout and death.   
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 Enforcers: Peaceforce space marines, used as invasion forces and ship’s 
troops.  
 Far Stars Sector: located on the rim of the Outer Arm, the Far Stars sector 
has been settled by humans for several thousand years. 
 FerAquila: a powerful interstellar mercata. The FerAquila live in jump-
capable space habitats, typically hollowed-out asteroids. Due to their delicate 
physiques, FerAquila usually avoid gravity wells. 
 Freelancer: in Far Stars terminology, an interstellar bounty hunter. Someone 
who retrieves outlawed individuals, usually across international borders. 
 Free Kurite Republic: expansionist military dictatorship in the Corvus 
Cluster, established three decades ago by a cabal of Kurite generals. 
 Gamma: A psion with powerful, almost godlike psionic ability. Gammas are 
extremely rare. 
 Golden Kingdom: aiKhess successor state formed in the aftermath of the 
Time of Troubles and based in Garros subsector. The Kingdom is ruled by 
ancestral warrior houses descended from important clans of the Great Imperium , 
and is organized in a caste system. 
 Great Imperium: human interstellar empire, now defunct, encompassing 
most of the Far Stars Sector and some worlds beyond. The Great Imperium was 
ruled mostly as a military satrapy, with local governors wielding dictatorial 
powers. The Imperium collapsed during the Time of Troubles in the fifth century. 
 Hub Subsector: core subsector of the Justicia, a leading economic region. 
The major world in Hub Subsector is Orissa (A563A34-E). 
 Justicia: largest interstellar state in the Far Stars sector. The Justicia is a 
strongly unified political and military federation of considerable power and 
influence.  
 Khattar: prominent interstellar mercata, descendants of an ancient merchant 
house of the Great Imperium. 
 Mercata: a nomadic, non-territorial nation, sometimes extending over dozens 
of parsecs. Mercata usually pursue a mercantile lifestyle, roving from world to 
world, pursuing trade and economic security. Also known as Outsiders. 
 Movaine/Icehenge (A977924-E) Largest and most important Justicia world 
close to the Corvus Cluster. 
 Orissa/Hub (A563A34-E):  Capital world of the Justicia, and one of the most 
important worlds of the Far Stars.  
 Outer Arm: the galaxy’s outer spiral arm, containing the Far Stars sector.  
 Outsiders: another term for m ercata. 
 Peaceforce: the mighty armed forces of the Justicia governance, which 
include fleet, ground and marine elements. 
 Po: a leading mercata in the Far Stars sector. The Po can claim a substantial 
sphere of commercial influence spanning most of the Outer Arm. They possess 
no military forces and no central government, but are linked by commercial and 
familial bonds. 
 Protectors: the armed forces of the Tong Vu Patriarchy, organized much like 
the Peaceforce.  
 Quadratic Drive: an older form of interstellar drive, now obsolete. Quadratic 
drive works on the same principle of jump drive; however only jumps of 1 parsec, 
at twice the travel time, are possible.  
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 Regulators: in Far Stars parlance, mercenary soldiers. Commonly employed 
in the Corvus Cluster and other politically divided areas.  
 Sabine Union: a human-dominated inters tellar empire, predating the Great 
Imperium.  The Sabine Union pioneered a number of new technologies, including 
genetic engineering and jump drives The Sabine Union dissolved during the 
Colonial Wars of the first century.  
 Sector: on an astrographic grid, an area measuring 32 by 40 parsecs. 
 Subsector: on an astrographic grid, an area measuring 8x10 parsecs. A 
sector contains 16 subsectors. 
 Selmyre: human natives of the planet Reithe/Hub, in the Justicia. Selmyres 
have an advanced biotechnology and traditionally seek service in the Peaceforce 
as part of an elite rescue and medical unit, the Assistors. 
 Superior: The highest caste in the Ang social hierarchy. Superiors are 
powerful psions. 
 Swipe: derogatory term for a psion. 
 Terragenic species: sapient species deriving from genetic material originally 
found on the planet Terra, humanity’s long-abandoned homeworld. Terragenic 
species includes humans, human variant species, and genetically engineered 
species . 
 Time of Troubles:  a wave of political and economic upheavals in the fifth 
century, which led to the dissolution of the Great Imperium into several successor 
states. 
 Tong Vu Patriarchy: human  interstellar state based in Wu Shan subsector. 
The Tong Vu Patriarchy is a xenophobic feudal technocracy based on the control 
of jump drive technology. Interstellar navigation is only permitted to a select body 
known as the Celestial Guild.  
 Tukai: human natives of the planet Tarikkas /Dagger. They traditionally seek 
service in the Peaceforce as part of an elite unit of commandos, famed for their 
valiant service as well as their ancestral weapon, the kaga. 
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About the Cluster 
CLUSTER HISTORY 

Cluster history can be traced back to several centuries before the invention of 
jump drive, when Sabine Union colonists settled the area the planets Ang and 
Corvus. Because it was considered a frontier area, it stayed on the fringes of the 
galactic political picture. When the Union dissolved in the early first century, the 
Cluster was left to its own devices.  

During the wars of conquest led by the aiKhess in the second century, the 
area was used as a staging area for attacks into the rich and prosperous worlds 
in the Kherin subsector. Several planets in the Corvus Cluster were seized and 
claimed as aiKhess fiefs. However, in the Time of Troubles that led to the 
collapse of the Great Imperium, the Cluster shattered into dozens of separate 
political entities, and has remained happily disunited ever since. 

MAJOR STATES 
The Cluster contains  three major interstellar polities and a host of non-aligned 

worlds. 

Central Federate 
Capital: Elantis. 
Member Worlds: Killendi, Khasdar, Nathis, Satarza 
Tech Level: 9 
Total Population: 10 billion 
The Federate is trade federation with a strong centralized government.  

Generally peaceful, the Federate is a strong presence because of the huge 
population on the capital world. 

The Federate leader is a single individual known as the Domanor, who 
possesses monarchical powers. All rulers of the planet for the last three centuries 
have been clones of the original individual, a noted politician. The Domanor (the 
word is both title and name) is a clone of the first ruler of Elantis;  

Ang Hegemony 
Capital: Ang 
Member Worlds: Hellmouth, Kigu, Xin 
Tech Level: 11 
Total Population: 6 billion 
The Ang Hegemony was founded early in the first century by a group of 

psionically-active individuals.  This group has ruled Hegemonic society ever 
since. Ang has a deep, rich culture stretching back to Sabine times, with 
distinctive art and architecture, music and modes of dress. The psionically active 
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council oversees the development of psionic powers in the population, policing 
the society for dangerous thoughts and deeds. 

Free Kurite Republic 
Capital:  Kurion 
Member Worlds: Jaltri, Cierissi, Gulag 
Tech Level: 10 
Total Population: 400 million 
The Free Kurite Republic is a military dictatorship instituted some 25 years 

ago. Kurion was originally a peaceful world with good relations with its neighbors. 
A grinding depression, however, paved the way for a military takeover of the 
civilian government. The Republic is now ruled by a cabal of generals who see 
expansion as the surest way to insure their empire’s prosperity. 
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The Corvus Subsector 
Name     Profile        B  Notes          PBG  Al 
Deserteye     0924 C200244-6   S  Lo Ni Va            313   NA 
Kajhin         0925 A5A1575-A      Fl Ni               703   NA 
Chari          0929 E849558-5      Ni                  702   NA 
Dzarik         0930 C638542-7   S  Ni                  404   NA 
Deepblue       1021 B98A731-B     Wa            200   NA 
Subhadar          1022 C334823-A                    302   NA 
Gulag          1028 X100553-7      Ni Va               612   Ku 
Tazenier       1029 E10076A-6      Na Va               215   NA 
Prussica       1030 B5365AC-7      Ni                  324   NA 
Dodge's World  1123 B7B0565-B      De Ni               500   NA 
Killendi      1124 C335555-C      Ni                  400   CF 
Blazen         1127 C246535-7      Ag Ni               915   NA 
Jaltri         1128 A341401-D   N  Ni Po               802   Ku 
Elantis        1224 C494AAB-9   S  Hi In               104   CF 
Vidayal        1226 C523697-7   S  Na Ni Po            405   NA 
Zefram         1227 B350783-7      De Po               323   Ku 
Skaya          1228 A100720-D   N  Na Va               102   NA 
Xin            1230 B54188A-8      Po                  421   An 
Venom          1322 CAC4880-5      Fl Ni               420   NA 
Khasdar        1324 X560684-0      De Ni Ri            124   CF 
Nathis         1325 B130688-C   S De Na Ni Po   404   CF 
Kurion         1327 A4748CF-A   N                      404   Ku 
Farjourn       1421 D435567-7      Ni                  725   NA 
Auriga K15     1423 C597110-6      Lo Ni               414   NA 
Icewind        1424 A79A653-B      Ni Wa              900   NA 
Satarza        1425 B100341-E      Lo Ni Va            204   CF 
Cierissi       1426 B300410-9  S Ni Va               910   Ku 
Kylos          1428 C674865-5   S                      904   NA 
Sonoro         1430 C596350-9      Lo Ni               314   An 
Loveless       1521 E221424-9      Ni Po               203   NA 
Corvus         1522 D782878-5   S  Ri                  834   NA 
Rusad'din      1523 B4609DD-C   2  De Hi               605   NA 
October        1524 A51078B-B   2  Na                  115   NA 
Aldemin       1530 B3728BE-9   N                      302   NA 
Baldur         1621 A523775-B   N  Na Po               903   NA 
Sikand         1623 E7B3622-2      Fl Ni               504   NA 
Azarrian Belt  1624 D000365-9      As Lo Ni            213   NA 
Gieran         1627 A566865-D      Ri  210   Ju 
Hellmouth      1628 CAB2259-A      Fl Lo Ni            912   An 
Ang            1629 C97A9CC-B   S  Hi In Wa          613   An 
Kigu           1630 B000222-D   2  As Lo Ni            400   An 
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The Corvus Subsector contains 42 worlds with a population of 27.45 billion. The 
highest population is A, at Elantis; the highest tech level is E, at Satarza. 

 

INTERPRETING THE PLANETARY CODES 
Profiles: See Book 2 for an explanation of planetary profiles.  
B (Bases): Shows the type and number of bases in the world and overall 

level of the planet’s military development.   
N: Navy Base 
S: Scout Base 
2: Navy and scout base 

Notes: Shows the world’s trade classifications. See Book 2 for details. 
PBG: This code shows additional details on the planetary system. 

P represents the population multiplier. Multiply this number by the 
population code in the planetary profile to get the actual population of the 
world. For instance, a population multiplier of 6 and a population code of 6 
(1,000,000) indicate an actual population of 6,000,000 (6x106). 

B represents the number of planetoid belts in the system. 
G represents the number of gas giants in the system. 

Allegiance Codes: shows the world’s main allegiance or ownership. 
An Ang Hegemony 
CF Central Federate 
Ju Justicia 
Ku Free Kurite Republic 
NA Non-aligned, independent world 
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The Outsiders 
During the Time of Troubles in the fifth century that led to the dissolution of 

the Great Imperium, many of the old political ties were totally broken. As military 
power spent itself in fruitless wars of destruction, what remained was economic 
power. 

Some groups scrabbled out a living in the chaos. The Chelas, or warlords, of 
the aiKhess Imperium were more interested in seizing the distant, increasingly 
irrelevant throne at Sidipora, rather than building anything lasting. What sprung 
up were scattered groups, united by common bloodlines, common goals, and 
common heritage, as well as reliance on star transport. These groups, a mingling 
of old corporation and clan, became known as Outsiders . 

Making their living through trade, Outsiders could work across national 
boundaries, and shifting allegiances. The Outsiders  had one advantage that the 
war fleets of the opposing Chelas did not possess: they had no territory. Their 
people lived aboard ships, modified to handle the stresses of long-term life 
support. When fleets pursued them, they simply scattered to the next star.  

The Outsiders  were scattered over dozens or hundred of light years. No 
central authority commanded all their resources. They were united by choice, by 
the common enemy of the flailing and desperate aiKhess Chelas, and by their 
rising commercial influence. Worlds battered by warfare welcomed the peaceful 
traders for resources, food and technology.  

As the aiKhess influence receded, leaving each world to govern itself, the 
Outsiders  remained, not governing, simply keeping the worlds connected to one 
another.  

Outsiders  learned to take a long view, developing projects that could take 
years or decades to come to fruition. They planted seeds; overthrow a 
government here; establish a monopoly there; refine a technology in a third place 
and make it indispensable.  

In this time, the most influential Outsiders  are the Po, the FerAquila, and the 
Khattar. 
 

THE PO 
The Po commercial empire spans dozens of worlds and hundreds of light 

years across the Outer Arm. Po consider themselves the ultimate entrepreneurs. 
They trade from planet to planet, linking the worlds in their influence with ties of 
technology, trade goods, and vital supplies. 

The Po trace their lineage to a famous trading vessel known as the Po Xiang, 
active over six centuries ago in the Shang worlds. The Po Xiang was home to 
over 3,000 people, a huge prospecting ship that forged new routes from the 
Outer Arm to the Near Rim and back. In NC 712, Khattar saboteurs destroyed 
the Po Xiang.   

Their stated goals are peaceful, to promote cooperation between scattered 
worlds, and enhance prosperity and trade. 
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Po are organized into clans with a somewhat loose set of trade routes. Hanjin 
Po are found in Justicia space, with Giang Po found to coreward and Xangi Po 
found to rimward. 

Po are slightly built folk, with angled eyes, slender builds and dark hair. 
Tattoos are common among them, often telling the his tory of the individual 
wearing them. 

The Po rely heavily on computers, perhaps more than other Outsiders . Their 
computers are constructed as semi-aware artificial intelligences with huge 
databases. Each Po trading ship relies on a central ‘mother net’, a distributed AI 
that communicates with other vessels, coordinates data, and guides the clan 
leadership.   

THE FERAQUILA 
The FerAquila are found throughout the Far Stars sector, mostly seeking the 

company of their own kind but maintaining good trade relations  with governments 
and Outsiders  alike. They favor asteroid habitats, rarely entering deep gravity 
wells themselves. 

Physically, the FerAquila are classed as low-grav humans, with spindly 
skeletal frames, wide set eyes, and little body strength. Like the Po, clan bonds 
predominate among them. 

FerAquila origins remain mysterious. According to records, they may derive 
from a shipbuilding corporation located deep to spinward. They first became 
prominent by supplying jump drives to the Great Imperium’s space fleet in the 
third century. 

FerAquila have refined starship technology to a high level. Their ships are 
works of art; their vessels do not incorporate artificial gravity. They favor asteroid 
starships rather than building metal hulls. FerAquila drives are renowned as 
lighter, faster and more reliable than anyone else’s in known space. 

THE KHATTAR 
In the collapse of the aiKhess Imperium, the merchant family Khattar went 

renegade, fleeing the warfare that ravaged the capital worlds. On the run over 
the course of decades, they themselves evolved into a mercata, adopting the 
methods of the Po and FerAquila to their own needs. 

The Khattar have made a living as weapons dealers, trading in effective and 
dangerous technologies for waging war. They have a vested interes t in keeping 
rival worlds at each other’s throats. War is good for their profits. Khattar also 
broker regulator contracts and supply transport for regulator companies. 

The Khattar are more tightly organized than the other Outsiders , with the 
Patriarch of the Khattar family providing somewhat centralized leadership. 

It’s reputed that some elements of the Khattar mercata still dream of the time 
when they can make territorial advances and begin to reassemble the Great 
Imperium.  

Physically, the Khattar have rangy builds, dark complexions and black hair, 
which they never cut. 
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The Justicia 
True peace is not the absence of war, but the presence of justice. 
      --Tom Clancy 
 

In the stellar regions around the Cluster, the most 
important political entity to reckon with is the Justicia, 
a commonwealth of approximately 60 planets, with its 
capital on Orissa. Strongly united, the Justicia 
possesses formidable political, economic and 
technological might and forms a substantial 
competitor to the Outsiders . 

The Justicia was formed nearly 200 years ago 
after a series of wars in the Far Stars sector left the 
economies of many worlds in ruins. Six worlds in Hub 

subsector banded together in defense against the disruptor bands that preyed on 
the weakened planets. They traded in heavy metals, fissionables and fusion 
technology, and parlayed this into a defense federation that soon became a 
formidable power. 

After the discovery of jump drive, the Justicia settled new planets, seeding 
colonies throughout the Far Stars and growing stronger exponentially. The 
Peaceforce became a force to be reckoned with early on, and achieved a major 
military victory over the forces of the Golden Kingdom at in NC 848 

The average tech level of Justicia worlds is 12, but tech level can reach as 
high as 14 on some worlds, such as Orissa, Arvada and Movaine.  

JUSTICIAR SOCIETY 
The Justicia is ruled with broad principles. Signatories to the Justiciar 

Covenants, that is, the laws governing the commonwealth have the right to self-
determination and self-government. The Justicia is considered to own the space 
between member worlds. In return for tax levies, and colonial rights, the Justicia 
provides stable interstellar government, protection from disruptors, and mediates 
in disputes between member worlds.  

On Orissa, the Justicia is ruled over by the Carillon, made up of 
representatives from the member worlds. The Elector-General is the leader of the 
Carillon and head of state for the commonwealth. He rules with monarchical 
powers. The Elector-General is installed for 10-year terms.  

The Justicia encompasses a range of cultures and societies in rough 
harmony.  
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THE PEACEFORCE 
Tyrants Sleep With One Eye Open 
      --Peaceforce Motto 
The Justicia’s most effective tool is the mighty Peaceforce, a renowned 

military body with a fearsome reputation. The Peaceforce consists of fleet, 
ground and marine arms.  Justicia authorities are careful to ensure that the 
Peaceforce stays answerable to civilian government. 

Fleet: The Peaceforce Fleet is a powerful space navy and allows the Justicia 
to maintain its supremacy. PF Corvettes are a common sight among the worlds 
of the Justicia and far beyond.  

Enforcers: Peaceforce Enforcers are the space marines of the Fleet. They 
specialize in offensive operations , also serving aboard Peaceforce vessels as 
ships’ troops. 

Guards: Peaceforce Guards are the main Peaceforce ground troops. The 
Guards consist of troops raised from the member planets and garrison worlds 
and outposts. Guards keep their planetary identity in each regiment and wield it 
proudly. For instance, the Seventh Orissa Regiment (“The Seventh Swords”) is a 
well-known infantry regiment composed of Orissans. 

Colonials: the Peaceforce maintains a number of elite cadres, drawn from 
colonial worlds. Examples include the Tukai Irregulars, a unit of infantry 
specializing in commando operations, and the Selmyre Assistors, a division of 
hospital troops. 

Ranks: Because the Peaceforce is organized as an army and navy in one 
body, Peaceforce rank titles are a mix of both traditional arm y and navy. 
However, there are no admirals in the Peaceforce; the most senior officers are 
always called Generals. 

Deep Rangers 
Another important body of Justicia forces is the Deep Rangers, which act as 

scouts and explorers, charting unknown worlds. Deep Rangers are surveyors, 
archivists and contact experts, used to operating far from home with little support. 

The Deep Rangers also double as patrol forces in distant frontier areas, such 
as the Corvus Cluster. Rangers who specialize in these patrol duties are known 
as Constables. 

Beta Corps 
 The Beta Corps is an agency composed of highly-trained psionic operatives. 
The Beta Corps gives the Justicia a substantial edge over its rivals.  Beta Corps 
operatives work as investigators, intelligence agents, and enforcers, sometimes 
supplementing the Peaceforce. They are found on every Justicia world and far 
outside of the commonwealth as well. However, Beta Corps operatives are 
civilians and not part of the military chain of command.  
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RIVALS 
A large and powerful realm like the Justicia has many rivals to its supremacy. 

Two of them are outlined here. 

Golden Kingdom 
The Golden Kingdom, a successor to the Great 

Imperium, has its capital on Archad/Garros and 
encompasses approximately 30 worlds. The Kingdom’s 
average tech level is 11.  

The Golden Kingdom is organized in a caste system 
similar to that of the Great Imperium. A person’s caste 
is determined genetically. AiKhess humans are at the 
top of the pyramid, and possess noble titles, and the 
majority of government and leadership positions. 
Various nationalities in Kingdom space form the 

remainder of the castes, which include a military caste, a technical caste, a 
religious caste and a merchant caste. Out-caste persons, such as foreigners, 
Outsiders , or non-humans, are not treated well.  

The Kingdom has territorial designs on the Corvus Cluster  and maintains 
bases on its perimeter. 

Tong Vu Patriarchy 
The Tong Vu Patriarchy may be the most serious 

rival to the Justicia in the sector. The Patriarchy, with 
its capital world on Quang/Wu Shan, is a feudal 
technocracy with approximately 40 worlds under its 
sway, across three subsectors. The Patriarchy 
technocracy is based on its control of the manufacture 

of interstellar drives, and the techniques of interstellar navigation. 
The Patriarchy armed forces are known as the Protectors. The Protectors are 

organized and equipped on a roughly equal basis as the Peaceforce (TL11).  
The Patriarchy is the sole manufacturer of jump drives on the worlds it 

controls. Their manufacture, as well as interstellar navigation, is the sole province 
of an institution known as the Celestial Academy, which is an arm of the 
Patriarchal government. Celestials  serve on merchant vessels and Protector war 
craft as navigators and jump engineers. Although Tong Vu citizens can own 
intrasystem spacecraft, there are no privately owned Tong Vu starships. 

Because of their rigid control of jump technology in their space, the Outsiders 
have not found the Patriarchy to be an amenable trade partner. 
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Independents 
A variety of independent groups are present in the Cluster in great numbers, 

and motivated more by wealth than politics. 

REGULATOR COMPANIES  
Regulators are mercenary soldiers, who are used extensively by the Corvan 

planets and the Outsiders . Their numbers are composed of Corvan natives, ex-
Peaceforcers, former Protectors, and any number of others . 

The world governments, the Outsiders , and the Justicia all make extensive 
use of regulators in pursuing their aims. Regulators can readily find contracts 
among the cluster’s  many warring factions. 

The three largest and most influential regulator companies are listed here.  

Cross Milsys 
Cross Milsys is the largest and most profitable regulator company, extremely 

scrupulous about contracts and honoring them. Cross Milsys  is headquartered on 
the Justicia world of Movaine, but the corporation has offices and presence 
across the entire Far Stars subsector.  

Chartered in NC 750, Cross Milsys early on acquired a reputation for reliable 
service to clients. Their business centers mainly on security contracts, and 
defensive operations. They eschew splashy battles, relying instead on time- 
tested tactics and armaments. Cross commanders are notorious for adhering to 
their detailed Policy and Procedures manual, carried in electronic form and 
consulted frequently.  

Cross contracts are expensive, but clients get effective service or their money 
back. Cross Milsys has nearly 400,000 soldiers under arms, making their total 
military strength quite formidable.  

Disciples of Gath 
The Disciples of Gath are a militaristic religious order, with roots in the warrior 

cults of Rusad’din.  In the NC 300s, several cults under the warrior-priest Anro 
Gath banded together in a large mercenary army, which served in defense of the 
capital of Rusad’din against secular forces.  Since then, one of the tenets of their 
faith has called them to serve as mercenaries in the planetary armies of the 
Cluster worlds.  

The Disciples are fanatical in their devotion to duty, leadership, and unit 
cohesion. Man for man, the Disciples are as effective as any unit in known 
space. Because of their value and effectiveness, Disciples units form the 
spearhead of many worlds’ armed forces. 

Disciples wear traditional Rusad’din garb in battle: loose black aba or robes, 
red burnoose, protec armor and glare goggles. 
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White Wolves 
The White Wolves are composed of several loosely organized mercenary 

regiments, notably lax in discipline, but high in morale. They specialize in infantry 
operations. The Wolves tend towards flamboyant and extravagant behavior in 
battle. But they also have a reputation for getting the job done, no matter the 
odds. They also refuse to leave wounded comrades behind on the field. 

A pair of ex-Peaceforce Enforcers founded the White Wolves, some fifty 
years ago.  Recruiting their first soldiers on Elantis, they came to specialize in the 
sort of flashy offensive operations that Cross Milsys avoids. To this day, they use 
much of Peaceforce offensive doctrine, including the vaunted Peaceforce training 
methods. 

 

DISRUPTOR BANDS 
Disruptors are interstellar corsairs, who prey on interstellar traffic across the 

Far Stars. Disruptors come from all worlds and social strata. 
Disruptor bands are constantly springing up among the Cluster worlds, and 

just as quickly disappearing. Most are informal groupings of outlaws, united by 
bonds of greed. 

There are several major and persistent disruptor groups that operate in the 
Cluster: 

The Harlequins  
According to rumor, the activities of the Harlequins are centered on Azarrian 

Belt, but their disruptor ships are found throughout the Cluster.   
The Harlequins have been operating for the last few decades; they were 

started by bands of outlaws from the Ang Hegemony. They first came to 
prominence by kidnapping and ransoming the Hegemony Leader, and they have 
continued this reign of terror ever since. 

Harlequin ships are equipped with a chameleon coating that allow them to 
change the outer appearance, particularly the coloration, of the hull. Usually, they 
use this capability to festoon the vessels with a wild spray of colors and graffiti, 
which they can hide instantly.  

In keeping with the Harlequin motif, their troops wear brightly painted vacc 
suits in boarding operations, with the facemasks designed to resemble a grinning 
clown. 

Clan Galurin 
More than a disruptor band, there is little organized crime in the Cluster that 

is not connected in some way to the Clan Galurin. They form a sort of fourth 
mercata, whose activities center on piracy, robbery and other illicit trades. 
Although it’s called a Clan, it’s really a network of unrelated smuggler groups. 

Clan Galurin began as a network of hijackers operating in the satellites of  the 
Corvus system, using slow quadratic vessels. Sandos Galurin, a well-known 
Corvan outlaw, united the hijackers under his banner and began preying on 
Kurion shipping. Their success over the years has made them brash. 

The Clan is reputed to have a huge private navy, often mounting military-level 
hardware on a scale with the Peaceforce. The Clan’s influence extends clear 
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across the Outer Arm. What they can’t get by force, they get by bribes and 
political influence with leaders. 

By tradition, Clan leaders are all surnamed Galurin, either by birth or 
adoption. 

Keratta Cartel 
The Keratta Cartel is based on Keratta, a moon of a gas giant in the 

Rusad’din system. The Keratta Cartel are smugglers without equal. For decades, 
their main commodity has been dustspice, the prized narcotic found throughout 
the Far Stars sector. Rusad’din outlaws the use of dustspice (and all other 
intoxicants), but many other worlds freely permit its traffic and use. 

It’s dustspice that made their fortunes, but they stay in business smuggling 
most anything. In a chaotic environment like the Corvus Cluster, they can thrive, 
hiding behind the varying laws from system to system. 

The Dark Sun 
The Dark Sun is a former Anya Kalidan cruiser, captured in a daring boarding 

action some ten years ago. The ship is now used for piracy centered on the 
Skaya system; however, the ship has also been reported in Justicia s pace.  

A mysterious individual known as Enghi captains the ship. No reliable 
description exists of this individual. 

At 3,000 tons and TL 17, the ship is impressive. The armaments on the Dark 
Sun far outstrip anything else in its class and make it a formidable opponent for 
Corvan fleets and even the Peaceforce. 

 
 

FREELANCER AGENCIES 
Freelancers are private agents, who pursue and apprehend violators of the 

law in order to collect bounties. Interstellar governments to apprehend criminals 
who have crossed political boundaries often use freelancers. 

Praxis  
Praxis is a large, private security organization spanning much of the Far Stars 

sector. Praxis began over a century ago on the Justicia hub worlds, bridging the 
gap between Justicia agents and the law enforcers of individual worlds. Praxis 
agents are highly trained in law enforcement techniques, personal combat, and 
interstellar law. 
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Corvus Characters  
This setting uses the Traveller Plus character creation rules, explained in the 

Traveller Plus house rules handbook. Characters have a variety of backgrounds 
available: Corvan native, Peaceforce soldier or spacer, disruptor, regulator, or 
other independent.  
 
 
CHARACTER TEMPLATES  

These templates are designed for the Corvus campaign setting. The 
Traveller Plus rulebook also contains a variety of character templates covering 
most standard Traveller character types.  

Beta Corps Agent 
Beta Corps agents are elite agents  and troubleshooters for the Justicia. Sent 

on special missions of investigation, intelligence gathering 
Major Characteristics: Intel, Psi 
Useful Skills: Interrogation, Intimidation, Streetwise, Persuasion 
Options: Science (Psionicology) 

 Deep Ranger Constable 
 Deep Rangers are the scouting arm of the Justicia, and as such can be 
created using the scout package from Traveller Plus. The Deep Rangers ’ primary 
mission is the exploration of new worlds, but in frontier areas, they must also 
serve as law enforcers and patrollers . 

Major Characteristics: Endur, Intel 
Useful Skills: Gun Combat, Intimidation, Streetwise 
Options: Brawling, Tactics, Technical 

Disruptor 
Disruptors are pirates, hijackers and corsairs. Their operations may range 

from stealing starships to raids on remote frontier worlds. 
Major Characteristics: Stren 
Useful Skills: Brawling, Gun Combat 
Options: Streetwise, Trader-1, Gunnery-1 

FerAquila Technator 
Technators are the elite technicians of the FerAquila mercata; they are 

responsible for developing and maintaining the high technology that is their 
culture’s lifeblood. 

Major Characteristics: Intel, Educ 
Useful Skills: Technical, Computer, Vacc Suit 
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Options: Trader, Zero-G 

Freelance 
Freelances are interstellar bounty hunters, chasing outlaws and fugitives 

across national boundaries. 
Major Characteristics: Stren, Dext 
Useful Skills: Gun Combat, Streetwise, Brawling 
Options: Intrusion, Interrogation, Legal 
 
Dustrunner (Keratta Cartel) 
Dustrunners are smugglers in dustspice, a thoroughly addictive drug.  
Major Characteristics: Dext, Endur 
Useful Skills: Streetwise, Pilot (Small Starships) 
Options: Gun Combat, Gunnery 

Khattar Armsman 
Khattar armsmen serve as security forces, bodyguards and defensive forces 

for the Khattar mercata. 
Major Characteristics: Stren, Dext, Endur 
Useful Skills: Gun Combat, Blade Combat, Martial Arts 
Options: Tactics, Intimidation 

Peaceforce Enforcer 
Peaceforce Enforcers serve as shipboard troops and are the leading edge of 

any Peaceforce planetary invasion. 
Major Characteristics:  Stren, Endur 
Useful Skills: Gun Combat, Vacc Suit 
Options: Long Blade, Zero-G, Recon 

Peaceforce Fleet Officer 
Peaceforce Fleet Officers are generally drawn from the upper classes of 

Justicia worlds. 
Major Characteristics: Intel, Educ, Social 
Useful Skills: Vacc Suit, Ship Tactics 
Options: Leader, Navigation, Technical 

Peaceforce Spacer 
Peaceforce Spacers  are the rank and file of the fleet. 
Major Characteristics: Intel, Educ 
Useful Skills: Vacc Suit, Technical 
Options: Gunnery, Ship’s Boat, Computer, Vehicle 

Peaceforce Tukai Commando 
The Tukai are an elite unit of Peaceforce commandos. 
Major Characteristics: Stren, Dext, Endur 
Useful Skills: Gun Combat, Stealth, Recon, Short Blade, Martial Arts  
Options: Survival, Streetwise, Demolitions, Climbing 
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Po Pathfinder 
Pathfinders are Po trade pioneers, who seek out trade routes, develop them, 

and then sell the routes to others. Since they are often in remote areas, 
Pathfinders must be ready for a variety of circumstances.  

Major Characteristics: Endur, Intel 
Useful Skills: Pilot, Navigation, Technical 
Options: Survival, Navigation, Trader, Gun Combat-1 

Regulator Trooper (Disciple of Gath) 
The Disciples of Gath are renowned for their high morale and fierce fighting 

skills in battle. 
Major Characteristics: Endur 
Useful Skills: Gun Combat 
Options: Heavy Weapons, Artillery 

Regulator Trooper (White Wolf) 
The White Wolves are infamous for their bravery and derring-do on the field 

of battle. 
Major Characteristics: Stren 
Useful Skills: Gun Combat 
Options: Heavy Weapons, Recon, Artillery 

Tong Vu Protector 
 The Protectors are the armed forces of the Tong Vu Patriarchy and often 
clash with Justicia forces in troubled areas around the sector. 

Major Characteristics:  Stren, Endur 
Useful Skills: Gun Combat, Vacc Suit, Martial Arts 
Options: Blade Combat, Zero-G, Recon-1  
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Technology 
A variety of technologies in the Corvus Cluster setting differ from those found 

in the standard Traveller rules.  

SHIPBOARD TECH 

Cold Sleep Capsules 
Cold sleep capsules are in extremely common use in the Outer Arm. Since 

the occupants have no life-support needs, cold sleep capsules  are an extremely 
cost-effective way to transport large numbers of people from place to place. 
Troops, for instance, are considered cargo on a long space voyage, and are 
often kept in cold storage when being transported. 

The technology is mature and well understood, and the risks  found at lower 
tech levels are almost non-existent.  Use a DM of +2 per tech level over 9 when 
making the throw to revive cold sleepers, found in Book 2. 

A cold sleep capsule, also called a low berth, takes up .5 ship tons and 
weighs 1000 kg. It consists of a sealed bed, a freezer unit, a sleep inducer, and 
monitoring equipment. It takes 5 minutes to properly enter cold sleep, and 15 
minutes to emerge from it. An individual not fully asleep or woken up is 
considered to have all physical characteristics at half normal value. 

 

Botanicals 
A botanical is a self-contained shipboard garden, usually grown on board 

Outsider vessels accustomed to long periods away from planetary systems. 
Botanicals are popular even on board FerAquila vessels; perhaps the human 
need for green growing things is universal. 

A botanical consists of the garden itself, frequently fast growing hydroponic 
vegetables and flowers, as well as a self-contained fusion light source. Animals 
are often kept here too, like birds and small mammals. The vegetables grown 
supplement the diet of the crew and inhabitants.  

A botanical is typically 2-12% of the ship’s volume. On some vessels 
intended for extreme long range occupancy, such as Po nexus ships, the 
botanical can take up to 15 percent of the ship’s volume. In such cases, 
‘staterooms’ are often built as shelters or bungalows inside the botanical volume 
itself. 

A botanical costs MCr.1 per ton, but the garden is self-sustaining on ship’s 
life support. Energy costs are minimal. 
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WEAPONS 
These weapons were constructed using the rules in the Armory and 

Ordinance handbook.  

Corwin S-1 Snub Pistol 
Available at TL9, the Corwin S-1 is an accelerator snub pistol commonly found in ship’s 

lockers. Constructed of polymer materials, the weapon fires a 15mm, 22.4g round at a 
maximum rate of fire of 1 shot per turn, with an effective range of 16 meters. Damage 
inflicted is 4D.     

Its unloaded weight is 0.6 kg and its base price is Cr238. Size is 0 and length is 12 cm. 
The grip magazine holds 9 shots, weighs 0.2 kg and costs Cr20. Iron sights are installed. 
The weapon has Recoil 0, Flash 3, and Noise 3. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is required 
for effective use.  

Corwin Arms Micro 3000 
Available at TL13, the Corwin Micro 3000 is a gauss subcompact pistol used commonly 

as a holdout weapon. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the weapon fires a 1.5mm, 
0.24g dart at a maximum rate of fire of 20 shots per turn, with an effective range of 20 
meters. Damage inflicted is 2D+1.    

Its unloaded weight is 0.8 kg and its base price is Cr2330. Size is -1 and length is 6 cm. 
The grip magazine holds 40 shots, weighs 0.1 kg and costs Cr29. Laser sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 0, Flash 0, and Noise 3. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.    

Corwin Arms SND-1 “Runesword” 
Available at TL14, the Runesword is a heavy medium one-handed plasma sword used 

against heavily armored targets. Constructed of nanocarbon, the weapon weighs 1.5 kg 
and costs Cr6600. It has a Size of 3 and a length of 75 cm. Damage inflicted is 4D+1(10). 
Cudgel skill is required for effective use.      

Davila ZG Riotgun 
Available at TL9, the Davila ZG Riotgun is an accelerator shotgun rifle commonly used 

in orbital environments. Constructed of polymer materials, the weapon fires a 10mm, 50g 
round at a maximum rate of fire of 5 shots per turn, with an effective range of 33 meters. 
Damage inflicted is 4D+1.   

Its unloaded weight is 3.6 kg and its base price is Cr317. Size is 4 and length is 100 
cm. The box magazine holds 24 shots, weighs 1.2 kg and costs Cr36. Iron sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 1, Flash 2, and Noise 4. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.  

Eaglestick 
Available at TL9, the Eaglestick is a standard long two-handed extensible club favored 

as a holdout weapon by freelancers. Constructed of nanocarbon, the weapon weighs 1.7 
kg and costs Cr432. It has a Size of 4 and a length of 100 cm. (When retracted, Size is 1 
and Length is 25 cm.) Damage inflicted is 3D+1. Cudgel skill is required for effective use.  
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Khattar Stealth 
Available at TL12, the Khattar Stealth is a gauss compact pistol ideal for covert 

operations. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the weapon fires a 3mm, 0.96g dart at a 
maximum rate of fire of 10 shots per turn, to an effective range of 20 meters. Damage 
inflicted is 3D+1.    

Its unloaded weight is 1.1 kg and its base price is Cr3285. Size is 0 and length is 12 
cm. The grip magazine holds 40 shots, weighs 0.1 kg and costs Cr37. Laser sights and 
silencer are installed. The weapon has Recoil 0, Flash 0, and Noise 0. Breakdown is 12+. 
Guns skill is required for effective use.    

Khattar Executor 
Available at TL13, the Khattar Executor is a gauss submachine gun used as the 

standard sidearm of Khattar armsmen. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the weapon 
fires a 4.5mm, 2g dart at a maximum rate of fire of 10 shots per turn, with an effective 
range of 94 meters. Damage inflicted is 4D+1.    

Its unloaded weight is 2.9 kg and its base price is Cr3061. Size is 2 and length is 50 
cm. The box magazine holds 40 shots, weighs 0.2 kg and costs Cr45. Laser sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 0, Flash 0, and Noise 2. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.        

Partisan Assault Rifle 
The Partisan is the most common rifle found on the worlds of the Cluster, built 

prolifically for local forces and regulator companies. Available at TL9, the Partisan is an 
ETC standard rifle. Constructed of polymer materials, the weapon fires a 9mm, 27.5g round 
at a maximum rate of fire of 5 shots per turn, with an effective range of 170 meters. 
Damage inflicted is 5D.     

Its unloaded weight is 3.2 kg and its base price is Cr1260. Size is 4 and length is 100 
cm. The box magazine holds 39 shots, weighs 1.1 kg and costs Cr109. Iron sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 2, Flash 0, and Noise 3. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.       

Peaceforce G-12 Gauss Rifle 
Available at TL14, the Peaceforce G-12 is a gauss bullpup rifle used as the standard 

Peaceforce small arm. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the weapon fires a 4.5mm, 5g 
dart at a maximum rate of fire of 10 shots per turn, with an effective range of 200 meters. 
Damage inflicted is 6D+1.    

Its unloaded weight is 3.3 kg and its base price is Cr3139. Size is 3 and length is 75 
cm. The box magazine holds 40 shots, weighs 0.3 kg and costs Cr81. Laser sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 1, Flash 0, and Noise 2. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.     

Peaceforce G-20 Storm Rifle 
Available at TL14, the Peaceforce G-20 Storm Rifle is a heavy gauss rifle used as a 

light squad weapon. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the weapon fires a 7mm, 12g 
dart at a maximum rate of fire of 10 shots per turn, with an effective range of 270 meters. 
Damage inflicted is 8D.    

Its unloaded weight is 4.2 kg and its base price is Cr3011. Size is 4 and length is 100 
cm. The box magazine holds 40 shots, weighs 0.6 kg and costs Cr153. Laser sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 3, Flash 0, and Noise 2. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.    
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Peaceforce GS-4 Gauss Shotgun 
Available at TL14, the Peaceforce GS-4 is a gauss shotgun used mainly in urban 

combat. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the weapon fires a 3mm, 2.4g shotgun dart 
at a maximum rate of fire of 5 shots per turn, with an effective range of 43 meters. Damage 
inflicted is 5D+1.    

Its unloaded weight is 2.7 kg and its base price is Cr1228. Size is 4 and length is 100 
cm. The box magazine holds 40 shots, weighs 0.2 kg and costs Cr53. Iron sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 2, Flash 0, and Noise 3. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.        

Peaceforce GX-18 Sniper Rifle 
Available at TL14, the Peaceforce GX-18 is a gauss sniper rifle used by Peaceforce 

Deep Recon squads . Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the weapon fires a 5.5mm, 8g 
dart at a maximum rate of fire of 1 shot per turn, with an effective range of 518 meters. 
Damage inflicted is 7D.    

Its unloaded weight is 3.8 kg and its base price is Cr3609. Size is 5 and length is 125 
cm. The box magazine holds 40 shots, weighs 0.4 kg and costs Cr113. Laser sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 3, Flash 0, and Noise 1. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.    

Peaceforce K-6 Gauss Pistol 
Available at TL14, the Peaceforce K-6 is a compact gauss pistol issued as the standard 

Peaceforce officer sidearm. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the weapon fires a 4mm, 
1.6g dart at a maximum rate of fire of 10 shots per turn, with an effective range of 65 
meters. Damage inflicted is 4D.    

Its unloaded weight is 0.8 kg and its base price is Cr1175. Size is 1 and length is 25 
cm. The grip magazine holds 30 shots, weighs 0.2 kg and costs Cr37. Iron sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 0, Flash 0, and Noise 2. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.  

Peaceforce LV-300 X-ray Pulse Laser Rifle 
Available at TL14, the Peaceforce LV -300 is an x-ray pulse laser rifle used as the 

standard weapon of Peaceforce Enforcers. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the 
weapon discharges a 150 kiloJoule bolt at a maximum rate of fire of 5 rounds per turn, with 
an effective range of 338 meters. Damage inflicted is 6D+2(2).    

Its base weight is 3.2 kg and its base price is Cr5550. Size is 3 and length is 75cm. 
Power is supplied by power cell, which supplies 40 shots, weighs 0.3 kg and costs Cr300. 
Recoil is 0, Noise is 0 and Flash is 0. Breakdown is 10+. Lasers skill is required for effective 
use.        

Peaceforce LL-16 X-ray Pulse Laser Pistol 
Available at TL14, the Peaceforce LL-14 is a x-ray pulse laser pistol used for general 

self-defense purposes. Constructed of nanocarbon, the weapon discharges a 110 kiloJoule 
bolt at a maximum rate of fire of 3 rounds per turn, with an effective range of 67 meters. 
Damage inflicted is 4D+2. 

Its base weight is 1.2 kg and its base price is Cr2712. Size is 1 and length is 25cm. 
Energy is supplied by power cell, which supplies 40 shots, weighs 0.1 kg and costs Cr100. 
Recoil is 0, Noise is 0 and Flash is 0. Breakdown is 10+. Lasers skill is required for effective 
use.      
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Peaceforce XCAW-I (X-ray Close Assault Weapon Mark I)  
Available at TL14, the Peaceforce XCAW-I is a x-ray pulse laser gun light squad 

support duties. Constructed of nanocarbon, the weapon discharges a 180 kiloJoule bolt at 
a maximum rate of fire of 5 rounds per turn, with an effective range of 200 meters. Damage 
inflicted is 8D+0. 

Its base weight is 2.9 kg and its base price is Cr8843. Size is 3 and length is 75cm. 
Energy is supplied by power cell, which supplies 40 shots, weighs 0.3 kg and costs Cr300. 
Recoil is 0, Noise is 0 and Flash is 0. Breakdown is 10+. Lasers skill is required for effective 
use.    

    
      

Po Shen Mue Beam Pistol 
Available at TL14, the Po Shen Mue laser pistol is a light handgun intended for self -

defense purposes . Constructed of nanocarbon, the weapon discharges a 100 kiloJoule bolt 
at a maximum rate of fire of 1 rounds per turn, with an effective range of 67 meters. 
Damage inflicted is 4D+1. 

Its base weight is 0.8 kg and its base price is Cr2680. Size is 0 and length is 12cm. 
Energy is supplied by power cell, which supplies 40 shots, weighs 0.1 kg and costs Cr100. 
Recoil is 0, Noise is 0 and Flash is 0. Breakdown is 10+. Lasers skill is required for effective 
use.      

Tong Vu Zre-191 
Available at TL13, the Tong Vu Zre-191 is a gauss carbine used as the standard 

weapon of the Patriarchy Protection Forces. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the 
weapon fires a 5mm, 6g dart at a maximum rate of fire of 10 shots per turn, with an 
effective range of 162 meters. Damage inflicted is 6D+2.    

Its unloaded weight is 2.6 kg and its base price is Cr1819. Size is 3 and length is 75 
cm. The box magazine holds 40 shots, weighs 0.3 kg and costs Cr89. Iron sights are 
installed. The weapon has Recoil 1, Flash 0, and Noise 2. Breakdown is 10+. Guns skill is 
required for effective use.    

Tukai Kaga 
The kaga is the traditional weapon of the Tukai Peaceforce commandos. Upon 

reaching adulthood, Tukai warriors are given their kagas in an elaborate naming ceremony.  
Kagas come in both combat and purely ceremonial versions. The modern combat kaga 

incorporates polymer construction and a monomolecular cutting edge.  
Available at TL13, the kaga is a very heavy medium one-handed monofilament blade. 

Constructed of nanocarbon, the weapon weighs 0.7 kg and costs Cr450. It has a Size of 1 
and a length of 25 cm. Damage inflicted is 3D+2(3). Short Blade skill is required for 
effective use.   

Vulcan Brawler Street Pistol 
Available at TL9, the Brawler is an ETC compact pistol favored by disruptors and 

others who need cheap and effective firepower. Constructed of polymer materials, the 
weapon fires a 12mm, 19.8g round at a maximum rate of fire of 3 shots per turn, with an 
effective range of 59 meters. Damage inflicted is 4D+2.   

Its unloaded weight is 0.7 kg and its base price is Cr340. Size is 0 and length is 12 cm. 
The grip magazine holds 10 shots, weighs 0.2 kg and costs Cr22. Iron sights are installed. 
The weapon has Recoil 3, Flash 2, and Noise 3. Breakdown is 8+. Guns skill is required for 
effective use.  
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Vulcan Raider X-Pistol 
Available at TL13, the Vulcan Raider X-Pistol is an x-ray pulse laser pistol favored for 

its high rate of fire. Constructed of nanocarbon materials, the weapon discharges a 60 
kiloJoule bolt at a maximum rate of fire of 20 rounds per turn, w ith an effective range of 56 
meters. Damage inflicted is 2D+2(2).    

Its base weight is 0.9 kg and its base price is Cr2155. Size is 1 and length is 25cm. 
Power is supplied by power cell, which supplies 40 shots, weighs 0.1 kg and costs Cr100. 
Recoil is 0, Noise is 0 and Flash is 0. Breakdown is 10+. Lasers skill is required for effective 
use.  

Zapstik-8 
Available at TL8, the Zapstik-8 is a standard medium one-handed stun club. 

Constructed of nanocarbon, the weapon weighs 0.8 kg and costs Cr144. It has a Size of 2 
and a length of  50 cm. Damage inflicted is 2D (Stun). Cudgel skill is required for effective 
use.    

       

ARMOR 

Kiru-16 Defense System 
Available at TL13, the Kiru-16 Defense System is a Hyperdense body suit worn by 

Tong Vu Protectors. It provides an Armor Value of R12, with Full coverage, and Dexterity 
DM of -2. The armor weighs 12.8 kg, and costs Cr9920. Integral equipment includes: 
Smartshirt, Vacc, and Recyc. 

Peaceforce Assault Suit  
Available at TL14, Peaceforce Tactical Armor is a bonded Hyperdense body suit worn 

as battlefield armor. It provides an Armor Value of R15, with Full coverage, and Dexterity 
DM of -2. The armor weighs 11 kg and costs Cr10900. Integral equipment includes: 
Environ Seal, Mimet, and Smartshirt. 

Peaceforce Defender-5 ExoArmor 
Available at TL14, Defender-5 ExoArmor is a Hyperdense body suit worn by Enforcers 

on shipboard assault missions. It provides an Armor Value of R27, with Full Coverage, and 
Dexterity DM of -2. The armor weighs 27.8 kg, and costs Cr23820. Integral equipment 
includes IR Chameleon, Environ Seal, Exo, Mimet, and Smartshirt.  

Peaceforce Encounter Suit 
Available at TL14, the Encounter Suit is an L-crys body suit worn as standard issue by 

Peaceforce troops. It provides an Armor Value of F15, with Full coverage, and Dexterity 
DM of 0. The armor weighs 4 kg and costs Cr6500. Integral equipment includes Mimet and 
Smartshirt. 

Ruptor Armor 
Available at TL12, ruptor armor is slang for a light protec jacket favored by people who 

value mobility and flexibility. It provides an Armor Value of F12, with 6+ Coverage, and 
Dexterity DM of 0. The armor weighs 1 kg, and costs Cr375. 
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Street Armor 
Available at TL13, Street Armor is a weave ceramesh jacket commonly worn by anyone 

who needs armor but doesn’t wish to advertise, since it is indistinguishable from street 
clothes. It provides an Armor Value of F9, with 6+ Coverage, and Dexterity DM of 0.The 
armor weighs 2 kg, and costs Cr1125       

Vulcan Tak-1 Suit 
Available at TL10, the Vulcan Tak-1 suit is a crystalloy body suit commonly worn by 

mid-tech armies, particularly regulator forces. It provides an Armor Value of R10, with full 
Coverage, and Dexterity DM of -2. The armor weighs 7.5 kg, and costs Cr1745. Integral 
equipment includes: Smartshirt.    
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Ships of the Cluster  

A great variety of starship types can be encountered in the Cluster. Some of 
these are detailed here. 

PO VESSELS 

Shumai-class Free Trader 
Using a 300-ton hull, the Shumai-class free trader is intended for delivery of 

cargo and passengers from star to star. The Shumai class is ubiquitous on the 
mains of the Far Stars Sector and is highly variable in configuration and form. 

It mounts jump drive-D, maneuver drive-A, and power plant-D, giving a 
performance of jump-2 and 1-G acceleration. Fuel tankage for 80 tons supports 
the power plant and 1 jump-2. Adjacent to the bridge is a computer Model/4. 
There are 5 staterooms and 20 low berths. The ship has 3 hardpoints and 3 tons 
allocated for fire control. There is 1 ship's vehicle:  a ship's boat. Cargo capacity 
is 93 tons. The hull is streamlined. 

The Shumai requires a crew of 5: pilot, navigator, 2 engineers, and medic. 
The ship can carry 20 low passengers. The ship costs MCr 165.943 and takes 16 
months to build.  

Harmonious Repose-class Nexus Ship 
Using a 5000-ton hull, the nexus ship is a traveling base of operations for the 

Po. The Nexus ships can be thought of as Po villages in space. They are usually 
found at the center of a cloud of other ships, such as traders, escorts and 
transports. They are old, well lived in, and sturdily built. Some Nexus ships are 
centuries old. 

It mounts jump drive-Z, maneuver drive-Z, and power plant-Z, giving a 
performance of jump-2 and 2-G acceleration. Fuel tankage for 1040 tons 
supports the power plant and 1 jump-2. Adjacent to the bridge is a computer 
Model/7, with a Model/1bis as backup. There are 500 staterooms and 500 low 
berths. The ship has 50 hardpoints and 50 tons allocated for fire control. There 
are 3 ship's vehicles:  Cutter (Fuel Module), Cutter (ATV Module), and Cutter 
(Open Module). Cargo capacity is 1115 tons. The hull is not streamlined. 

The Harmonious Repose requires a crew of 10: pilot, navigator, 7 engineers, 
and medic. The ship can carry 490/980 passengers and 500 low passengers. 
The ship costs MCr 1520.656 and takes 36 months to build. 
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JUSTICIA VESSELS 

Sword-class Corvette 
Using a 1000-ton hull, the Peaceforce Sword-class corvette is a Justicia 

vessel used in patrols and offensive operations. Sword-class vessels are named 
after handheld blades. A designator number precedes the name. Examples of 
the class in service include 312 Cutlass, 413 Saber, and 222 Foil. 

It mounts jump drive-Q, maneuver drive-Q, and power plant-T, giving a 
performance of jump-3 and 3-G acceleration. Fuel tankage for 330 tons supports 
the power plant and 1 jump-3. Adjacent to the bridge is a computer Model/3. 
There are 14 staterooms and 50 low berths. The ship has 10 hardpoints and 10 
tons allocated for fire control. Installed on the hardpoints are 10 turrets, carrying 
12 lasers, 12 missile racks, and 6 sandcasters. There are 3 ship's vehicles:  
Cutter (w/ ATV Module and Open Module), Air/Raft, and Fighter. Cargo capacity 
is 262 tons. The hull is streamlined. 

The corvette requires a crew of 8: pilot, navigator, 5 engineers, and medic.  
Also aboard are 10 gunners, 2 Enforcer officers and 50 ships troops carried in 
the low berths. The ship costs MCr 579.5683 and takes 27 months to build. 

Callisto-class Ranger Cruiser 
Using a 600-ton hull, the Callisto-class Ranger is often found in frontier areas , 

on patrol or exploration missions.  
It mounts jump drive-M, maneuver drive-F, and power plant-M, giving a 

performance of jump-4 and 2-G acceleration. Fuel tankage for 280 tons supports 
the power plant and 1 jump-4. Adjacent to the bridge is a computer Model/6. 
There are 7 staterooms and 10 low berths. The ship has 6 hardpoints and 6 tons 
allocated for fire control. Installed on the hardpoints are 6 turrets, carrying 4 
lasers, 4 missile racks, and 4 sandcasters. There are 3 ship's vehicles:  ATV 
(Tracked), Ship's Boat, and Air/Raft. Cargo capacity is 97 tons. The hull is 
streamlined. 

The Lady Callisto requires a crew of 7: pilot, navigator, 4 engineers, and 
medic. The ship can carry 10 low passengers, often scientists, surveyors, or 
Ranger constables. The ship costs MCr 388.0723 and takes 22 months to build. 

 

INDEPENDENTS AND OTHERS 

Ace-class Regulator Transport 
Using a 1000-ton hull, the Ace-class Regulator Transport is designed to carry 

mercenary troops into battle zones. 
It mounts jump drive-Q, maneuver drive-Q, and power plant-Q, giving a 

performance of jump-3 and 3-G acceleration. Fuel tankage for 330 tons supports 
the power plant and 1 jump-3. Adjacent to the bridge is a computer Model/3. 
There are 18 staterooms and 280 low berths. The ship has 10 hardpoints and 10 
tons allocated for fire control. Installed on the hardpoints are 10 turrets, carrying 
12 lasers, 6 missile racks, and 12 sandcasters. There are 13 ship's vehicles:  a 
fleet of 12 G-Carriers, and a slow pinnace. Cargo capacity is 134 tons. The hull is 
streamlined. 
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The Rage requires a crew of 8: pilot, navigator, 5 engineers, and medic. The 
ship can carry 10/20 passengers, usually support personnel, additional medics, 
and regulator officers, as well as up to 280 low passengers (troops). The ship 
costs MCr 551.965 and takes 27 months to build. 

Blazon-class Dustrunner 
Using a 100-ton hull, the Blazon-class dustrunner is a sleek vessel designed 

for the covert delivery of dustspice shipments in crowded star systems like 
Rusad’din. The Keratta Cartel makes extensive use of these vessels, each 
heavily customized.  

It mounts no jump drive, maneuver drive-B, and power plant-B, giving a 
performance of 4-G acceleration. Fuel tankage for 40 tons supports the power 
plant. Adjacent to the bridge is a computer Model/2bis. There is 1 stateroom. The 
ship has 1 hardpoints and 1 tons allocated for fire control. There are no ship's 
vehicles. Cargo capacity is 19 tons, usually optimized to carry dustspice 
cylinders. The hull is streamlined. 

The Blazon requires a crew of 2: pilot, and engineer. The ship costs MCr 
47.268 and takes 9 months to build. 

Vigilance-class Patrol Cruiser 
Using an 800-ton hull, the Patriarchy Vigilance-class Patrol Cruiser is a Tong 

Vu vessel used in patrols of frontier areas. 
It mounts jump drive-R, maneuver drive-R, and power plant-R, giving a 

performance of jump-4 and 4-G acceleration. Fuel tankage for 360 tons supports 
the power plant and 1 jump-4. Adjacent to the bridge is a computer Model/ 5. 
There are 8 staterooms and 80 low berths. The ship has 8 hardpoints and 8 tons 
allocated for fire control. Installed on the hardpoints are 8 turrets, carrying 6 
lasers, 12 missile racks, and 6 sandcasters. There are 4 ship's vehicles:  2 Ship's 
Boats and 2 G-Carriers. Cargo capacity is 94 tons. 

The Vigilance requires a crew of 8: pilot, navigator, 5 engineers, and medic. 
The ship can carry 80 low passengers, usually Patriarchy marines . The ship 
costs MCr 558.833 and takes 25 months to build. 




